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Pay Developments 
since 2000 

Significant wage rises since 1985
Wages vary considerably by:

Ownership (Table 1)
Industry (Table 2)
Sector (Table 3)

Wage growth since 2000 has slowed (Table 4)
1990-2000: 338%
2000-2006: 124%
Faster wage growth sectors (1985-2002)

Finance, transport and government



Collectively Agreed National 
Pay Rates

No mechanism for collective bargaining at 
national level
Pay increases decided by:

Enterprise bargaining/consultation 
Local wage setting arrangements

Provincial labour bureaus decide legal minima



Wage Developments in the 
Manufacturing Sector

Substantial wage growth (Table 2)
But lower than average wage growth

SOE’s highest wage enterprise type (Table 6)
Caution in interpreting figures:

‘Other’ enterprises also high
Average down due to small domestic manufacturers



Pay Increases in 
Manufacturing 

Outcome of:
Collective bargaining
Management decision
Tripartite committee
Worker’s congress

May reflect minimum wage for the region
Underpayments



Levels and Developments 
in the Tax Wedge

Taxation
Progressive (5% to 45%)
Pension payments (Table 7)

Tax Wedge
Higher wages – higher % taxes
Compulsory employee pension contributions

1995 – 0%
2000 – 9.4%
2006  –10.7%

Variation by region, sector?



Wage Developments

Equal pay between men and women
In theory
Estimated women receive 76% of male wage
Part due to education, occupations and industries

Individualization of pay
Little information available
Many wage bargains are informal
Increasing number of individual wage disputes
Workers are receiving more favourable decisions



Trends in Wage Developments

Greater wage dispersion and inequality 
Gini co-efficient = 0.45 (early 2000s)

0.2 in the 1960s
0.3 in 1978
Higher for rural residents (higher income dispersion) 
Income gap increasing between rural and urban residents  

Distribution of income (2002 – Table 10)
Top 5% of income earners accounted for 20% of national 
income
Bottom 25% of income earners account for 6% of national 
income



Analysis of Wage Dispersion

Four key factors:
Marketization of the economy
Large pool of unemployed
Restructuring of business
Large numbers engaged in low paid sectors

Since 1990 changes in these factors have led to a 
downward pressure on wages
Shortage of skilled workers in some sectors have led to 
increase in wages
Result – widening of the wage gap



Coordination of Pay Increases

No national wage coordination
Enterprise focus
Minimum wages set at regional level

Tripartite arrangement
Labour law 1995
Enforced by local government
Penalties

Average minimum wage in 2006 increased 
by 12.7% 



Collective Bargaining in 
Manufacturing

Varies significantly between enterprise forms
Genuineness of collective bargaining
Lower wage growth than in finance or transport
Coverage rate low (< 15%)



The Manufacturing Sector

Driving force behind economic growth
10.9% of workforce but over 30% of GDP
Of the 31 key urban centres manufacturing 
accounts for an average of 25% of the workforce 
Between 1997-2006 manufacturing wages 
tripled



Wage Developments in 
Manufacturing

Shortage of skilled labour 
Impact of company reorganisation and 
restructuring 
Migration from rural areas
Presence on multinational firms



Variable Pay Systems in 
Manufacturing

Several forms
Piece rates
Bonuses
Performance assessments
Profit sharing practices

Enterprise (management?) determined
Little reliable detailed information available



Social Partners and Government  
- Position on Wage Issues

Employers hold the upper hand
Trade unions little power over wage issues
Tripartite arrangements for minimum wages
Labour Contract Law 2008 – likely outcomes:

Improve job security
improve rights to bargaining
Improve ability to take wage issues to tribunals
Ensure temporary labour is not used to undercut 
wages



Final Comments

Minimum wages, but often not enforced
Substantial rise in wages but significant variations 
by sector, ownership form and location
Tripartite arrangements could lead to a more 
genuine form of collective bargaining (ILR article)
More independent employer and trade union 

bodies emerging
Little public debate on industrial relations
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